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ABSTRACT
0 .The application of computer technology'to read ing

research has made it possible to study. the perceptual processes that
take place as people read with a level of precissien never before.
attainable. This-computerlassisted research has,ret,ealed that where
the eyes go for fixations is of significance.to formal reading and
that during each fixation only a word or two is being read. In
addition, it has shown that when duxing the iixationa. word is
perceived the length of 'fixation varies, probably depending upon when
the mind is ready'to deal with.that information. Eye movement -
research techniqueA are likely to be useful in.studyingbigher mental
processes occurring during. reading and will probably be important in

the future for diagnosing. specific reading difficulties. (FL)
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Abstract

Reader's Perceptual-Processes

1

This paper describes a new computerized approachto studying the
.

perceptual proceSses occurrin as people read. It appears that

where the eyes go, for fixations is.of some significance to normal
A 1.

4'

reading,-, and that during each fixation. only a word or two is

being read. -.when during the fi4atiOn a wOrd is perceived varies,

probably depending bn when'the mind is ready to deal Vith that

information. Finally, the paper,, suggests that eye movement

techniques are likely to be useful in studying higher. mental

processes ,occurring dUring reading, and will probably be

important in the futurd'for diagnosing specific reading

difficulties.
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'
Reader's Perceptual Processes by Computer,

Reading'has always been recognized as the first of the

"three R' s,"" and teaching people to read- has been, seen as a, if.

not the, primary responsibility of the educational, system.

Because of this, rese %rch Investigating-the reading process has

been continuing since before the turn of the.century. Many of

the issues being studied today, especially those concerning the

perceptual processes in reading, iir dealt with in Huey's (1908)

book, which contains.many insightful,observations about reading.

It is not surprising that progress in` understanding the mental

'processes involved in reading has been relatively slow, since

readineis a complex mental activity which takes place rapidly

and privately. withina .person's mind, making it difficult to

study.. It is not only Unobservable to Ether people, but ,the
tk

"readArs"themselVes hardly know what hey are doing. Readers have

the experience of desiring to undecstand, of passing their eyes

over the text, and, in the process, _of gaining meaning and

knowledge. Zven'though they may accurately'comprehend the text,

they are still quite unable to shed much light on just how they

did it: what they were seeing; how frequently their eies

' stopped, how they decided on the meaning of a,word having more

than one,poOntiA. meaning, or how ,seeihea seriesiof words

41.
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processes involved
in

reading bas been relatively slow, since

reading-is a complex mental activity which takes place rapidly

and privately. within a.person's mind, making it difficult to

study.. It, is not only unobservable to other people, but ,the
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readers"themselVes hardly know what they are doing. Readers have,

the experience of desiring to understand, of passing their eyes

over the text, and, in the process, of gaining, .meaning and
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. :

did it: what they were seeing,' how frequently their eyes
.

stopped, how they decided on t rhe meaning of a word having mo.e
. ,...

. .

than one,mtbntidl meaning, or how seeing 4 seriesiof words
2
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called a new, complex thought to mind. Decades of research on

reading have only begun to give us an understanding of 'what the

mind'is doingtas it carries out this remarkable activity.

Recently 'there has been a ser'ies of advancementi in our

understanding of perceptionzin reading.' The application of

computer technology to reading research has made it possible to

study the perceptual'processes that are taking place as peop'e

read, with a level of precisiqn that hes never before been

possible. The purpose of this paper is to describe some of this

research, including the techniques being used tQ. study perception

in such detail, and some of the discoveries which ha've resulted.,,

For a more detailed review, see McConkie (in press).. First,

however, it is necessary to recognize that, in reading, as
-

in

most visual tasks, perception occurs by means of a rapid series

of eye movements, taking the eyes to different _locations._ Before

discussilig the nature of the 'perceptual processes it is necessary

to describe some of the characteristiCs of these eye movements.

Eve Movements During Reading

As .people read, they have the feeling that their eyes are

moving most of .the time. In'reality, they are moving less than

101 of the time. About four times per second, on the average;

the reader.4% eyes make quick movements, referred to as saccadic
.. .

.--

'

.

,..
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eye movements, or saccades, which then,center the eyes on some

new location in the text. Depending on the rengths of the

.i4 -

saccades, they can take from about 20 to 80 milliseconds (msec.),
,

with a saccade of average length (8-10 letter positions) I

requiring about 15 msec. In making saccadic Movements the eyes
,

.

#

can reach velocities up to 800 degrees of visual angle per second

(Alpern; 1971). During the periods bet een these saccades, which.),

are referred to as fixations, the eyes are relatively

showing only very small drifts and tremors. Incidentally,

al,thoughthd-se movements are so small'that they can only be

observed 4.th the most sophistkiatfed equipment, they are critical

to' proper vision., Without them, people have the experience of

having objects they are looking at fragment and diAppear. -The

average fixation is typically about 250 msec, about 1/4 Second.-
a

Such factors as reading ability, text difficulty and reading

purpose can change these averages (saccade length and fixation

period) somewhat. However, these changes are small in comparison

to the variation that aXists within the eye movement record of 'a

'single person reading a 'single passage.

There are several*techniqUes presently used to monitor'a
,

reader's eye boverpents In one; for instanter thg reader's eyes
.

are illuMinated kith infrared (Invisible) light, and small photo
. .

cells.are .mounted about 1/44 *inch from tire eyes' surface to
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measure the amount of this light being reflected. These

. photocells are aimed at the boillid-TrY between the-'iris and the
ft f

sclera. (the white part Of the eye), one on each side of the 'iris,

as shown in Figure 1. Since the sclera is whitish in color, it

reflects more- light than does the iris. Thus, as the eyes rotate

to the right, more of the sclera falls within the field of view

*
of, one of the photo cells, thus increasing the light being

reflected to that cell,, while mork of the iris _Falls within the
t

''field of view ofthe other photo, cell, reducing the_light being

reflected to 'it.' *Thusl'the relative amount of light rehected

tAt two `photo cells Can be used'IC-obtain an indkcation of the
-

rotational position of the eyes, or the dir ctiOn of gaze. Other

common techniques include taking. pictures of the eye with a

'television camera, and having the computer analyze the image of

.

the pupil, and the location f a highlight within the pupil
.

.

region, to identify
.

the direction of the eye. Finally, a very '

cs,

accurate indication of eye position can be obtained vith'highlY

sophisticate&equipment which~ tracks reflections from the frobt

surface and-the back Of the lens. of the ye.- While these
-

techniques difter'in their*detrpe of' accuracy, ,and the degret*to

which the head,mus,t be. stabilized, none of them pequires direct

contact with theeires, as other technf6es have (for instance,
, .

requiring specialiY-made contact lenses whiCh
.

do not slip on the
q-

. , .

\)_

t r
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surface of the eyes as normal lense4 do). Further information on

methods of monitoring,eye movements has been reviewed by Young

and Shgena (105).-

Insert Figure 1' about here.
,

/4)

The most basic form 6f data obtained from eye movement

44%

.

equipment- is shown in Figure 2, which resents4bout 3/4 second

of an eye movement record from one college student reading a

pas'sage.. This figure shows the .relative horizontal poSition,of

the eyes at eath msec,(eath 1/1000 second). Tithe is represented

along the x axisr with a vertical line of the grid occurring at

eacir 1/10' second. Eye position on theline,of text s

repreSented along the y axis, with, a horizontal, line of the grid

occurring each*fie letter position. The part of the line of

text being read is also shown on the,y axis. When the curve is
a .

flat, as at point A, the eyes are ih,a fixation. Here the eyes
. %

are ,centered between the g and 1 in jnyseif. At point B, where,

. the curve begiis to rise, the eyes haire begun to move to a new
6 k

. \

location, and at\point C, about 21 Msec later, the eyes have .

,...

completed' p saccade and ar'e coming to rest,for a new-fixation,
,

.

centered on the first in resolutely. 'The eyes then remain at
,
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that location for about 325 msec before beginning a new saccade

at''point D. 'finally, at point Er the eyes begin a regressive

,,movement, moving leftward back along the line to examine

something which might have been seen earlier. This figure

illbstrates how 'the eyes remain in position dUring fixations, and

also how the eyes speed up, 'then slow down as .they travel to each

/ new location. The hump at the end of each saccade is a period of

time during which _th.e-eyei- are settling into,phition for the new

fixation, aiter having been-subjected to tremendous forces

exerted by the ocular muscles to pull them quickly to their new

position.

Insert Figure 2 about here.

A..second, 'arliod, in the ,study of reading, a more common,

method of illustrating eye 'movement data is shoWn in Figue 3.

In this-figure, the text which the person was reading id shown.

-The reacler's_eyes stopped for fixations centered on those letters .

under which there is a numeral. The numerals, in turn, indicate

the sequence in which the fixations occurred.' Finally, Onder

each numeral is a number indicatihg the, number of msec the eye

stayed at 4h at location. From this figure, it can be seen that
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the reader's first fixation was centered on the letter h in the
\..

word ship, and that this was a short fixation, Xasting only 122.

msec.' Following this, the eyes moved further'to the left for the

second fiXation, and remained there for a longer period of time.
. .

Such small regresgionsare Common at the beginning of each line,

as thk eyes seem to be finding an apPropriate initial position

after having made the long movement from the end of the.prior

line of text. This fixatfbn is the followed by a seriesof

fixations, each further to the right,along the line. "However, it

should be noted that fixation 5 is a 'regression, the eyes having
'

briefly moved leftward again `for some easpn.

Insert Figure 3 apodt here.

There are several points that should bemade about this

figure. First, it is apparent:that, while the average fixation

duration for this subject was abbut 2311)sec as she read this
.

passage, An fact there is considerable .variability from fixation

to ,fixation as to how ong the eyes remain In each location,

ranging from 24 to 33 cosec on just this one line. It seems

likely that this variability is related, to the na-tutee or the

mental processes that are required at each po.sitipn'in the text.
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Second, it is also'the case that the lengths of the saccades, vary,

--considerably. AgainT-wh±le-the-resder-Ls-ale-nage for this passage

was about 8 letter positions (wheee a letter occupies about 1/3

deg. of visual angle), the saccades actually rapge from 2 to 12

letter pos'itions on,thls line alone. Thus, there seem totbe

moment -to moment differences in how far thebind needs to send

the -eyes. Third, even relatively' good college-level readers

fixate over half the words.- in a passage when they are reading

carefully (Hogaboam & McConkie, 19e1).f.Finally, whereas the eye

,movement record indicates with-considerable precision (`within

less than 1 letter position, in this record) just where the eyeS

were centered during a fixation, and how long the eyes remained

,at that location, it does -not indicate, by itself,, What'was being .

,

- seen during that fixation. ' FOr example, while fixaCion 9 was
.

. ,

centered directly op the word Saint, we do not know,whether that

word was seen on that fixation, and if so, whether it was the

only word seen on that fixation. It 'IS quite conceivable, for

instance, that this,word was seen on two or more of the

fixations. This, ten:, takes us into questions about the nature

of perception during reading.

Per'cention During, jlealin-R

It has lodg been known that peCple can see-most precisely
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that which they look at directly. Looking directly at a small

object causes the_eyes to rotate to a position where its image
. .

lies on the part of theretina known as the fovea, the region

which has the greatest density of visual receptors and where the

smallest details canbe seen. Thus, what is seen during a

fixation depends on three thirigs: (a) where the eyes are centered

during that fixation, (b) what'the visual region is within which

stimuli of interest can b4 resolved or seen, and (c) what the

person attends to, during that fixation. Even though a person

may direct his gaze,..toward a particular pattern, and its image

maylie.on the retina at d location where it could be seen; the

persori-ffay Tail to attend, to it and thus fail:to see .it. In

studying perception in reading, then, we must investigate where
'. .,,'

it is that the mind chooses to send the eyes for fixations, what

region is typically seen during a fixation,- and what is attended
. - , .

%

within that region. These will be referred to respectively as
:

the eye movement control issue, the perceptual span issue, and

i . . .

the issue of attention to the text during a fixation. Finally,
.

.
. . 1

.

. . .0
.

lele. must consider how the mind integrates the informatiori it

receives on successive fixations.

. ,

It should be noted that most of the research to be descrcbed

has been done 'with relatively skilled reader's, and not kith
e

Children or disabled readers. Thus, tho eXtension of th
,.,

1' 12
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-e search to studying the behavIor of younger readers is needed' .

before statemertts can be mad about changes in the

processes- tnai-are. occurring as ' reading skill
tf

Ey 14ovement Control

')

-It seems clear that during 'reading the mind is, at least ,'
much of the time, sending the eyes to rather precise locations in''
,the text. If the eyes do not ad.:to the specific locations to
whiCh. illtey were sent, changes are ob4erved in the eye niove-tn ent

pattern.: This fact has been establish'ed in studies in. which
,

ople read text from_ a computer-display (Caitpeople ode-r ay tube, or
"

dRT) as their -Ore movements, are being monitored (McConkifi,

& Wolvcirtc5w; ote 1; 1981). These studies used an

4`410

IF -A: ,.
experimental t chnique in, which the entire line of .tegt was.

- ,

.
CRT- during N._....,'shifted two let er positions to right or left on th

certain saccades while the eyeswere moving. When4the eyes 4

itoppecftor the next fixatgn, they were directed to Wardt*a-text
. .

_ ...,4 ,4 , ..

- position that was two letteptozritions awa. from where. they
-..0-- .. conditions.`.7ndeinally' would haves been in the text under. normal.

This IS illustrated: it Figure 4,. which presents a line of *text as

oneits may have` .appeared during tine .fixatiOrb with',,the eyes being
. .0, r .

centered on the letter marked.by A. The location tsti -which thei
,....,,.

,eyes live sent on the 11extqrixatiOn is marked 'by -a 13 . 'However,
.
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'dur ye, movement, the text was moved;_ as shown in'line.2

of thefigure.- Now the C, indicates the'location'in the text

where the eyes' were.actually centered during-the next fixation,

12"

"two4,1etter positions away fom where- they normally would have

been centered. Shii't1ng the text '-an this manner causes a

mispia.cemeXt of the eyed iR the, text. When this happens, readers,
. .

. 'are totaii;.unaware that the text hasi been moved, but their eye

;movements are definitelysaffected. A large number of short

', saccades
.

oeciirt taking the eyes closer to the'location where they
.10,-

wouadhav, been bad'Ihe text qtt been moved. .Thus,` displacing
viz,. .....; _. . , .4

the-location,Of a fixat4n just two letter positioms.seemsto
.

.

. have, an. effect tn e perceptual system which leads to changes in .

-
Al. . .

the eye movement pattern, though this is not something of which.

thereader is conscious. There seem§ to be some good reason why

/

the eyes are being sent. to the exact vocation at which they are

aimed in a saccade.

Ihsert Fi.gure 4 about here.

-

Given that we know the eyes-are being rather precisely

controlled, then, we would like to know the rules,the mind-uses

. in determining where to sena the eyes and how. long leave them

-
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at each location. While we are far from having the full answer

13

to this question, a few facta have become apparent. First, there

' it a tendency for the eyes,to be sent to' the!.centers of words

(O'Regan, 1981; Rayner, 1979; Zola, 1981), andto avoid such

less informative areas as .blank areas .(Abrams & Zube,r, 1972-73)

and the region between sentepce (Raynet, 1975). There is evidence

that the word "the" tends not to be fixated a frequeritly.

Other three-letter 'words (O'Regan, 1979; Ray er, 1174) though

highly predictable longer words recei ust as many filcations,

as leis predictable 14,405.9 (Zola, 1981). How longlthe eyes remain

in a fixation is related to cWaracteristics of the word on which

ibis centered, with more unusual words causing longer` ,fixations
.-.1

(Rayner, 1977; Klidgl, Olson, & Davidson; Note 2) and with more ,'-

1
.

highly constrained words receiving shorter fixa,tions (Zola, - .

- , .

, 198f):, FixatiOns'also tend to be longer on words Containing
.. ,

spelling eh :ors (Zola, 1981), and on words in regions.of 'the tet,....4

, . .

that are regarded as being more important pheb45ke & Fisher,

Note3').,

The important,meksage here is that it appears that the eyes

are responding sensitively to the mental processes of the reader.,
...

. ...,
.. . . . -,

The language processes involved in Comprehending the message of.
,;,,',. ..,

, .

the text require-information from ,the visual system..' ,The visual.

system, in turn must ensure that the eyes are appropriately
.

.4
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at

. \ -
.'-'

centered toprovide fhis inforMation'when i.t is needed. A full *

,i' .-

description of how the
.

Ayei are moved in reading will probably
..

require a description of -the language comprehension prdCesses,"of
, , . )1";*'

how they depend on visual inforMatkon from the text, and on how.

the perceptual system centrals the eyes in response -to. the need

for this "information. Observing an aberrant eye movement pattern
I:.

produced by a person with reading diiabilities indicates that the
O

flow of processing is not 'proceeding fluently as it does in
.,.- ,.-

better readers, bUt dices not at present indicate the nature of
.

the problem. Its quite likely that a strange pattern is
,I.

reflecting the fact.that problems are being encountered in

comprehending the text, to fahich the readesr -must respond by, doing

further analysis and regfialStsis,of the text, thust.requiring an

unusual pattern nf. ::encolintering the visual stimulus. It

certainly necessarily the case that there is any problem

with the readeriA perceptual abilities or his ability to control

his eyes, though among a few dispbled.readers this may be a

problem .(Eltp-mant,Apel, Daroff, & Bornstein, 1980;

Pavlidis,.1981; Pfrozzolo'*Rayner, 1978; Zangwill & Blakemore,

1972)...

PeroeoPia). Span
U

A

When 'the eyes-Stop for a fixation, what region of text.is.-
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being seen? DoeS the reader see only a word or two, or, is-.an

entire Phrase or clause being seen? Or does"this dependron the'

level of a person's reading skill? These are.critical questions.

in understbndiffg reading and recent research is providing some

'relati1.41,Y clear answers.. 'Skilled readers utilize visual
4 4 '"

'informatcon no further than 4 letter positions to the:left.of'the

letter at the center of vision (McConkie & Rayper, 1976; Rayner,
- , u

-Well', & Pollatsek, 1980), and ehey do poi appear to identif4

.etters more than about 4-8 letter positions to' the right
1

(Undeilopod & Mc:C,onkie, Note 4. Word length information may be
., .

,.,

perceived slightly further to the 'right than this (McConkie tc

'Rayner, 1975; Rayner, InhOff, Morrison,, Sloviiaczek, &Tiertera,,

1981).

A
These conclusions have come from studies in which the text,

;displayed on a CRT, is changed in specific ways 'as people read

..7from it. For instance,. if on certain fixations all letters

outside this region are replaceti by other letters, as'Shown.in

Figure 5, this does nOI Produde-any disruption it the normal ,

reading' process nderWOo & McConkie, Note 4).

Insert FigUre 5 about here.

it
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Another technique makes it possible'to specify exactly the

*fixation on which a given letter, was acquired. In this technique

the experimenter identifies%pairs of words that differ by

single letter, then writes a sentence into. which either of the

two welf-dg)fits appropriately, as,shdwn_in Figure 6. As the.

.person reads the sentence from the CRT, each time a saccade is
.

Made the critical fetter is changed.. Thus, the critical word

changes .from one fixation to the next, as the persod reads. It

. .,

is-of interest that people are not avire that the word is

changing, and that there is no-I-evidence from the eye movement

patterns that this manipulation has any effect on theil' reading.

,,Thus, it appears that words are usually iden81etiTied only on a
. .

single fixation, unless there is.a later regression back to the
.

word and it is amined again. After a person has read such a

I

t

sentence, he in gates whichof several words he saw in the

sentence. Knowing which word the reader saw allows the

experimenter, to identify whichfixation was the one op w
...

. 1

critical letter was seen (McConkie, Note 5). Initial "studies,

using this technique indicate that readers are attending to the
: / . .

text in word units. That is, whether a letter lying `2 letter
f I

h the

positions to ,the left of the` fixation- point is seen on that

firation or "not depends on -whether it is in the. word fixated or

not (Rayner, Well, & PolIatsek,,1980).
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The picture that is emerging from these studies is that the

ski34.ed reader, at least when reading carefully, is encountering

the text almost a word at 9 time. It is not true that phraseS or

larger units are being perceived at once, as some hive suggested.

Nor does it appear to te true,that increasing reading skill

broadens the region seen dufring a fixation. When 5th graders

reading at the 3rd grade level are compared to Other 5th graders

reading at or above ghee' level, and to'skiLled college readers,

no differences are' observed in their perceptual spanS, the region,

from-which they acquire and use visual informatioh during a

fixation (Underwood, Note 6). These studies havealsa

demonstrated that during a fixation people do not identify all
.

the words that.are within the visual-region where .they could be

seen. Once a word ii read on one fixation, for instance, even
A

though it may'lie at a retinal region on the neXt fixation that

would alloW it to, be read once again, it appears n,ot to be seen.

''.

For ,instance, if a word is reads during one ,fixation, the fact;
A *

_. , ,

that the word 14 changed for the, next fixation is not noticed by

the xeeder. Thus 1nreading. as in other situ4tional' We see
,

. . .

...- .

s ,..- .. 4 , r

i
only what we ,attend to, and.learning .tt read must involve

, a

. 1

is
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learning,to attend to the, words at the right time and in the

, rightway. This theme leads to the next issue.

Attending to the Text During a Fixation

It has been proposed that an efficient reader is one.who

develops'ehe'ability to'use his knowledge of the language to. .

reduce the detree to which he must do 1a visual analysis of the

text. This proposal amounts to the suggestion that thereader

can av oid attending to many ApeCts of the text which he can
.

predict from. his knowledge of the ,language (Goodman, 1976).

However, a recent careful test o this hypothesis 'h s failed to

prvide evidence for it (Zola,. 19 1).

4, this study, nouns were identified which could be highly

.c onstrained by preceding them with some partici:Atli. adjective.

For thetance, when.gpien a I)assage about efoo. all game

6 indicatingthat a player sustained a "Compound 'll

nearly all readers predict that. the next word will be fracture.

However, if "compound" is replaced. by."seil.Ous," few if any

readers predidt that the. next, word will be "fracture." Thus, 657

1.
lamanipulating a single preceding.adjective the following word can

be very highly constrained, or constrained to a much'lower

degree. The question investigated was whether constraining the
4

word would change what information was used in perceiving it.' IP
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, .

the high constraint condition, common notions of reading would .

suggest that a skilled reader would hardly need to even look at_

,

the
r

.

The study yielded three imporitgntresuIts. Firpt,

that Making the word highly predictable did not cause p p to

fixate on the word less often.. Tpusl.they did not skip ve it
. i.

when it was highly constrained,'as might be expected. .second,

when'spelling errors were placed in th.e.word (which should be

missed if little visual .analysis of the word was, performed) they

had just as 1111.91 effect under the high constraint, as under the

low constraint condition. Apparently constraint 'was having very

little effect on the degree, to which the word was being

perceived. Third, fixations on the word were slightly longer
* .

when it was leserconstrained Apparently it took the mind

slightly less time (in the neighborhood *of .02 sec) to ilerceive

and'assimilate the meaning of the word vihen-lt--was highly

.7 constrained by the preceding, language. However, from the other_

findings, this did not seem to be- because of any tendency to skip' 4
a

&nit' the word or lettens in it.

Present research provides little evidence that more highly

skilled readers depend less on visual information from the text.

There 4re recent.suggestions that the truth may be just, the

ANN 4
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-opposie; that greater reading Skillallows one to depend more

heavily on the visual information in reading, in the process of-

identifYing_the words(ederiksen, Note 7; Stanovich, 1981). Of_

course, pf.io'r knowledge is very important for comprehending the

message of the text.

A recent study has investigated Wien it is-during the
.

.

fixation that vP.s\ual_information is being attended KBlanchard,
-

McCOnkie, Zola & W'olverton, Note 8). For example, it may be
I

that only ,the early part' of the -fixation is used for seeing, the

visual pattern,and that the remainder of the fixation period is.
? .,.

used for id'entifyiriT the meaniAg of the word or words seen during

. 3 .,

that. fixation (Rayner, Inhoff, Morrison, ,Slowiaczek1,1 Bertera,
i... .

.. ..!

,

1981). This question is being-studied'by,changing lettersiu the ,

text part way,through the_fikation, so a particular word. is

different during the lAter part of each fixation than it was

dur ng,the earlier part. 1.111-qp the.rebaer-reports which word he

saw)in the text, this'indicates whether a specific letter was

,
% bethg seen in the early -or late part of' the axatiob.

,

I
.. 4.:-*,. tz

. .

The resu1ts clearly ifiblicqte patreadefs -see words at ; k

., .\.

different times durihWifttions, 66t @lwaysjust at.the ;'i*
3 .e,

beginning; Sometimes' tiley report peihg.,the word that waa^
1

present, early in_ the fixatiOni and sometimes they 4An iiply" r4ar
. ,
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the word that was present later in the fixation. Thus, it

appears that-readers attend to different things at different

times during the fixation, and, that attending to the letters; or

the words of which they are part, pan occur at various times. In

fact, it seems quite possible'tht part of the process of

developing reading skill isleac-ning to-attend'to the text in an

efficient manner 'from moment to moment. But this must be a topic

for future research.

The'point.to be made from thee ffndings.is that,%although

the eyes may,:be'still airing a fixation, the mind is actively

*attending to thetext n some sequence not presently known. This

attention tovisual tails takes place even when the words are
. ,

so highly constrained that the reader could guess them if he were

asked to do so.

4
Integrating Information Across Fixations

Ih reading, as in other visual tasks, the person-makes

several fixations per Second, each providing a slightly different

view of the stimulus. AlthSugh,these fixatiot arse discreet, the

reader has no experience oi.discontinuity from one fixation .to

the next. Infactt there is a'fe,eling of a smooth flow through

the'text; the reader;is not' only unable to report the number'of'

fixations he has made, he is even unaware that sue a,process is
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taking place.. This raises the question Of how information from

successive fixations is being brought together and integrated:

into a single flowing experience.

A common proposal has, been that the person builds,' in his

Mind, a single unitary visual image of the page, with each

successive fixation sii4ly adding morevisual detail to,it,

Thus, the experience is said to be based on this mental image,

Khich maintains continuity across fixations and assimilates

detail from vpccessive fixations, rather than on the individual

fixations themselves. If this were the case, we would then think

of the reader as reading from this mental image, rather than

directly from-*the text itself. It.shoOld be noted that this view,

conflicts with the earlier-reported evidence suggesting that

letters dre.typically seen only within a narrow region.

In order to test the possibility that, an integrated visual
;

image exists, people were asked to read text printed in

AlTeRnAtInG cASE, where every other letter was capitalized

(McConkie & Zola, 497)'. Skilled readers are able to do this

with very little difficulty after practicing for a short time.

.

Then, as they we :reading from the -CRT, duriag certain eye
,

,

movements the shape of every letter was changed. Every upper-
.

case letter
'

was replaced by its corresponding lower-case form,
.

';
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,

.and vice versa, as shown in Figure 7. We reasoned that if the

images from the two successive fixations were being brought -,
4t

together into a single mental image, they would now not tit

together properly, and this would cause considerable difficulty

to the reader. However, in canducting the study, we found that,

not only did this manipulation not cause any difficulty, the

readers were actually unaware that,anything had changed and their
$'

eye movement recordi showed no indication of difficulty.

Although the shhe of every word and every letter was different

on one fixation than it had been on the prior one, they had no

awareness that any change had occurred. Thus, it appears that

there must not be any integrated visual image gf the text in the

reader's mind. Rather,-any,informption carried over from'one

.\

fixation to the next must be someencodin'g.which,does not

41 distinguish between whether individual letters were in upper-cpse

. or lower -cane form. Apparently during the short period of the 410.

fixation, the word and' letter information gives rise to some

higher level of code, ald the .visual images are not. preserved.

The nature of this code must now be*-explo'relkas -well as how one
k . .

devel6ps the ability to carry out this encoding in a rapid. and

automatic fashion (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974. This, also, must be

a key in understanding the development',of perception which odours

in learning to read fluently.

Mf

\
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Insert Figure 7 about here.

Summary

Recent reiklarch'lea4s to a view of the readar-as,being

-1,ctively engaged in attending to the text in response to ttie

needs of the comprehension processes. The task, is to comprehend

the message; the,goal of the perceptual system is to provide the

visual information needed to keep this mentaj activity moving

smoothly. Apparently this comprehension process.proceads'on a

word-by-word basis, with the individual words being perceived and

having their effect an the mind. This perception is occurring as

it dsneeded, not list at the beginnings of fixations, and the

visual information available for it to occur is that which is

presently available from the retina, not that which isr-aggregated
r

I

across a'series of Prior fixations. linw long 'the eyeS reiriain in

a location, and how far they mdie next, are determine by thy,

needs of comprehen ion protesses, and the control ot t eyes

appears to be both uite precise and delicate.

26



diffeent from one fixation

indicated on each line.

_Reader's Perceptual Processes

A the ,next. Fixation -location is

Figure
-
7. Appearance of the text during two successive

fixatigns in the McConkie & Zola,(9.79) study. The text was

printed in 'alternating cage. During the saccade friom fixation 1

(shown on'Line 1) to fixation ''2 (shown on Line-t), the case of

leach Letter was changed.

42
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Fixation Appearance of text

6 Hid friends became concerned over what they thought were sighs of despair. -

7 His friends becarde concerned over What they thought were signs of despair.

8 His friends became,conceHled over what` they thought-were sighs of despair.
*

9 His friendsbecaMe concerned over what they thought were signs of despair.

S

# I
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Fixation

A

Appearance of text

1 One night, a demanding cust-oper returned Crum'& fried potatoes to

One night, a demanding customer returned Crum's fried potatoes to

One night, a demanding customer returned Crum's fried potatoes

1 4 Zen ebyfh, a tnamnding customes snbosent Jsoa'r isbnt juhmhunr

15 One night, a demanding customer returned Crum's fried potatoes to

1

6- Zen ebyfh, a tnametbey customer retusent Jsoa'r isbnt juhmhunr hu
.

7/ One night a demanding .customer returned Crumls fried potatoes ,o

Zenrebyfhljm_ tnametbeyvOrhuans snhosent Jspalri_sbe potAtgea_t

,,
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a DaNiSh SeA cApTaIn, To ExP1Or5..tHe NoRtH pAcIfIc ReGiOn. BeRiNg Anti:
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A dAnIsH sEa CaPtiiN, to eXpLoRe ThE nOrTh PaCiFiC'rEgIoN. bErInG aNd
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